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December 26, 1978
GQ,L 20h0

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Attn: R. W. Reid, Chief
Operating Reacters Branch No. k
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Com=ission

,

Washington, DC 20555

Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 1 (TMI-1)
Operating Licens no. 50

CDocket No 50-289 q

Dear Sir:
,

In response to your request for additional information by letter received
November 13, 1978, the following is submitted.

QUESTION 1:
..

Provide an analysis which shows how the pcver indicated by the nuclear instru-<

'

ments vill differ from the actual reactor themal power as a functica of time
after various typical and limiting power transients.

:

RESPONSE:

The out-of-core detectors (OCD's) infer reactor power by measuring leakage flux
and are also used for the core high flux trip functions of the Reactor Protection
System. Therefore, transients that result in a high flux trip would be influenced
by errors in OCD measurements. The accident analyses perforr.ed for TIG-1 have
been rev;eved to detemine which accidents actuate the high flux trip. The acci-
dents act nating a high flux trip can be grouped into two classes: fast transients
such as rod ejection from rated power and sicv transients such as control rod with-
drawals. *

In the case of a rod ejection accident or steam line break, the neutron flux is
increasing at such a rapid rate that the delay between the time the setpoint is
exceeded and the time when the rise is detected by the OCD's is very short, thus,
the effect on the consequences of such an accident is negligible.
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The centrol rod withdrawal accident from startup conditions results in a high flux
trip over a specific range of reactivity insertion rates (see TMI-1 FSAR Fig.1h-3).
A sensitivity study has been performed on trip delay times to determine peak themal
power by Babeack & Wilcox. The peak thermal power or system pressure does not
significantly change for a vide variation in trip delay times. Ample safety margin
exists at all times, comparing resultant peak themal powers with 1127. overpower
safety limit.

The control rod withdrawal at power transient also results in a high flux trip
over a specific range of reactivity addition rates (see DC-1 FSAR Fig. Ih-10).
The sensitivity of peak system pressure to a vide range of trip delay times is
depicted in THI-1 IEAR Fig. 1h-11. It can be seen that a trip delay time of
several tenths of a second has no significant effect on peak system pressure.

QUESTION 2:
.-

Based on the above analysis, describe rational criteria for perfoming heat
balance checks and calibrating the nuclear instrumentation such that the con-
sequences of possible accidents remain within the bounds calculated in the T!G-1
FSAR.

RESP 0NSE

Met-Ed feels that the schedule for perfoming heat balance checks and calibrations
that were suggested by Babcock & Wilcox and incorporated into the DfI-1 Tech Specs
by Amendment h6 (November 22,1978), satisfy the issue raised by this question.

QUEST 70N 3:

If the criteria presented in Item 2, above, are more restrictive than the criteria,
you have already proposed (heat balance once per shift), revise your March 13, 1978
submittal to reflect these more restrictive criteria.,

RESP 0NSE,

With reference to the response to Question 2, Met-Ed feels that the current
criteria tre sufficient.

QUESTION h:

In LER 78-01/01T, you comitted to make certain changes in the overpower trip
bistable settings following certain changes in power level. Discuss why these
changes were needed, why they are adequate to assure safety of operations, and
why they were not included as part of the proposed change in technical specifica-
tions.

.
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j RESPONSE:

The conc:itment for reducing the overpower trip bistable settings was made as a
conservative measure to ensure that the overpower safety limits would not be
exceeded even if the OCD error exceeded k%. At the time it was felt this was a
prudent measure pending further investigation into the problem. As the response
to the first question indicates, the effect of OCD error on accident analyses is
insignificant. As .a result, Met-Ed believes that this precaution is unnecessary

' and plans to discontinue its practice.
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J. G. Herbein
Vice President - Generation
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